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On generating functions in the AKNS hierarchy
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Abstract

It is shown that the self-induced transparency equations can be interpreted as a generating function for as positive so negative
flows in the AKNS hierarchy. Mutual commutativity of these flows leads to other hierarchies of integrable equations. In
particular, it is shown that stimulated Raman scattering equations generate the hierarchy of flows which include the Heisenberg
model equations. This observation reveals some new relationships between known integrable equations and permits one to
construct their new physically important combinations. Generating function of Whitham modulation equations in the AKNS
hierarchy is obtained.
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

It is well-known that many physically important integrable partial differential equations belong to the AKNS
hierarchy [1]. Up to now most attention was paid to its positive flows, where both 2 x 2 matrices U and V have
matrix elements polynomial in the spectral parameter X what leads to the recursive structure of the hierarchy so that
subsequent flows are connected by the recursion operator (see, e.g., [2]). However, negative flows in the AKNS
hierarchy have not been considered systematically enough, though the sine-Gordon equation and its connection
with the mKdV hierarchy has been a recurrent theme in the soliton literature (see, e.g., [3-7]). Another example of
well-studied negative flow is provided by the self-induced transparency (SIT) equations [8,9] which appeared also
in different forms and contexts as the Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge equations [10-12]. Their role as a symmetry flow in
the AKNS hierarchy has been recently considered in [13] in framework of loop algebra approach to the integrable
equations. Here we remark that SIT equations can be interpreted as a generating function of positive and negative
flows in the AKNS hierarchy.

The AKNS hierarchy [1] is based on the Zakharov and Shabat [14] spectral problem

Let us consider the first negative flow with the pole at X — t, in the complex plane of the spectral parameter X:

1 (a b \ />,
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The compatibility condition of systems (1) and (2) yields equations

ax=cq-br, bx-2^b = -2aq, cx+2$c-2ar, qr = -2b, rT=2c, (3)

which can be reduced to well-known SIT equations with £ playing the role of the "detuning" parameter [8,9]. Then,
introduction of a hierarchy of times tn labelled by inverse powers of f ,

-«=0

and of expansions of a, b, c in inverse powers of f ,

"cn, (5)
n=0 n=0 n=0

together with geometric series expansion of 1/(A — £) in powers of A./f leads at once to well-known recurrence
relations for the positive AKNS hierarchy [2],

An Bn

where

A0 = -GO, Bo = -bo, Co = -co,

A,, - A,A,,_i - fl,,, Bn = A.B,,_i - /?„, C,, = A.Cn_i - c,,, (7)

and an, i>,,, c,, can be found by substitution of (4) and (5) into (3) and equating coefficients in terms with the same
powers of £ ~ ' . In this way with the choice of constants O.Q = 1 , a i = 0 we arrive at well-known equations of the
positive AKNS hierarchy

qt]=-2q, rtl=2r,

~ (-qxxx + 6qrqx), r,4 = - (-rxxx + 6qrrx),

(8)

and corresponding matrices Vn governing the tn evolution of \jr function (see (6)).
In a similar way we obtain negative flows of the AKNS hierarchy, if we expand (2) and (3) in positive powers

off ,

that is

- v
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where

4_,=a_iA, f l_ i=6_iA, C_i=c_iA-

A-n = (A-n+i+a-ll)/X, B-n = (B-n+i+b-n)/X, C_n = (C_«+i + c_,,)A, (11)

so that we arrive at equations of negative flows in the AKNS hierarchy,

, rx,_}=4ra-\, (12)

:' (13)

The first negative flow (12) corresponds to the SIT equations with zero detuning parameter and can be reduced to
the sine-Gordon equation.

It is known that all these flows commute with each other. Therefore we can choose any two flows and find
the corresponding compatibility condition in terms of two relevant independent variables tm and tn • Formally, this
corresponds to exclusion of x variable from equations for (x, tm) and (x,tn) flows by means of redefinition of
dependent variables [15]. This is possible as far as no dependent on x reduction is imposed on the tm and /„ flows.
However, in practice we can avoid this procedure by working directly with linear systems

fom = Vml[r, tta = Vnt. (14)

Then we obtain equations expressed in terms of new variables given by the coefficients of A* in the matrix elements
of Vm and V,, . For example, let us consider flows arising from commutation of the system

with other systems corresponding to negative flows /_„. In fact, with the use of the above method, we can find the
generating function of these flows. To this end, we derive the compatibility conditions of (15) and (2),

a-\,-c=a,_t, «-i,r = -(b-ic-bc-\),

2
b-],r=bt_l, b~i,T = -(a-\b-ab-i),

c - i , T =c /_p c_i.T = -(c_ia-ca_i). (16)

These equations lead at once to the constraints

(17)

and after appropriate definition of dependent variables they reduce to a particular case of stimulated Raman
scattering equations [16,17]. Now, expansions of (2) and (16) with the use of (9) yield the negative flows in terms of
independent variables /_ i and ?_„. In particular, the second negative flow takes the form of the Heisenberg model
equations

1
«-!,/_-. = 7(6-1^-1,r_i?_i -C-l&-l.r_i ' -])>4

1
b-\ t_-, = ~(a-\b—\ r , r _ , — b~\a~\ ? , / _ , ) ,

2

c-l,t--> = r( f l-l c-l .r_i;_i ~ c - l a - l . r _ i / _ i )> (18)
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and from (2) we obtain the system

_2 B-

0-1 1
-pr + ~
A" 4 A

C_2 = -— (fl-ic_i.,_, -c_ia-i.,_,), (20)

whose compatibility condition with (15) yields Eqs. (18). In fact, these two systems have the known form [18] with
the spectral parameter A replaced by I/A.

From this point of view, the Heisenberg equations belong to the negative part of the AKNS hierarchy. Hence, we
can take a linear combination of systems (1) and (19) commuting with (15) to obtain the pair (with evident change
of the notation)

(2D
( }

fib ft
B-aq + -j + ~- (abx -bax),

Be B
C = ar + ~-^- (acx - cax), (22)

A" .ZA

where a + ft = 1. The compatibility condition of systems (21) yields the equations
a a

a, = -(bcxx - cbxx) - a(rb - qc), b, = -(abxx - baxx) - 2aqa,

8
c, = - — (acxx - cav.v) + 2ara, qx = —2b, rx = 2c. (23)

Remarkably enough, this system coincides with the equations describing self-induced transparency of light
propagation through medium with spatial dispersion [19]. Apparently, the fact of complete integrability of these
physically important equations has not been noticed yet.

At last, we remark that the above approach can be applied to derivation of the generating function for the
Whitham modulation equations in the AKNS hierarchy. In a finite gap method of obtaining periodic solution of
integrable equations, a one-phase solution of equations belonging to the AKNS hierarchy is parameterized by four
zeros A.,, i = 1,2,3,4, of the fourth degree polynomial (see, e.g., [20])

-A./). (24)

The wavelength of the periodic solution is given by the expression

1 / du
L=-<t>-7=^=. (25)

2jT JPiJI)

In a modulated periodic wave the parameters A, become slow functions of the space and time variables and
their evolution is governed by the Whitham modulation equations. Derivation of the generating function of these
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equations actually coincides with the derivation of the Whitham equations for the SIT system [20,21] and therefore
we shall omit here the details. The result for the generating function of the Whitham equations in the AKNS
hierarchy has the form

where

; j
—L + vKA)— !-=0, (26)
dr dx

l=, 3 , - = * ; = 1,2, 3, 4. (27)

Introduction of time variables according to (4) or (9) and expansion of (27) in powers of l/£ or f , respectively,
yields the Whitham equations for A./ corresponding to each member of the hierarchy. The particular cases of (27)
were discussed in [22] (KdV equations case) and [23] (NLS equation case).

In conclusion, we have found generating functions for various flows belonging to the AKNS hierarchy
and some its reductions. Some known equations usually not considered as members of the AKNS hierar-
chy find their natural place within the AKNS scheme in our approach. This observation permits one to
combine known equations into new integrable equations of physical importance. In particular, it is shown
that the self-induces transparency equations for light pulse propagation in medium with spatial dispersion
are completely integrable under certain restriction imposed on corresponding physical parameters. The gen-
erating function of the Whitham modulation equations in the AKNS hierarchy is easily derived in this ap-
proach.
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